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Ladies and gentlemen, 

 

Before I start with my presentation let me quickly introduce to you the organization for which 

I am speaking. The International Association of Oil and Gas Producers represent 61 

companies & associations engaged in Exploration and Production of oil and gas.  Our 

members account for more than half of the world‘s oil output and about 1/3 of global gas 

production. Its main office for international affairs is situated in London and the office in 

Brussels represents the industry towards the EU.  

 

(Slide 2: Agenda) 

In this presentation, I would like to give you an overview on how the industry believes the 

global energy demand and specifically its oil and gas demand will be developing, take a look 

at the size of the resource base, I will also touch European gas issues, address investment, 

demand growth and spare capacity then move to the frequently underestimated role of 

Europe’s indigenous production, and to wrap up give you a short summary. 

 

Ladies and gentlemen,  
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(Slide 3: Global Energy Demand) 

The world is using more energy than ever before. Last year, global energy demand rose by 

4.3% -- the biggest increase for 30 years. This was due, in large part, to growing prosperity in 

China, India and other developing nations and the trend is likely to continue.  So will the 

importance of oil and gas in the energy equation. What will this mean for the world and the 

EU?  Will there be enough oil and gas to go around? Concerns over this issue are 

understandable.  These have been prompted by near-record world market prices for crude oil 

due to higher-than-expected demand in 2004, coupled with the impact of hurricane damage in 

the Gulf of Mexico, have certainly worsened the situation in terms of cost, supply and 

distribution problems. 

 

But given the nature of lead times for oil and gas projects, the industry tends to look to the 

long-term – meaning decades ahead. And for the years to come predictions are that there will 

certainly be enough oil and gas available even taking into account worldwide average annual 

increases in energy demand of around 1.7%. The worlds energy demand is fuelled by 

continued economic and population growth. Continuing availability of these fuels is essential, 

since the world – and the EU – will still be relying on oil and gas as its dominant source of 

energy supply.  

 

As this chart demonstrates, reliance on oil and gas will continue to be significant. They even 

retain their market share despite considerable growth in the supply of other fuels. According 

to IEA and industry projections, oil and gas will still need to meet around 60% of total energy 

demand in 2030. Coal, nuclear and biofuels will also continue to play a significant role in the 

energy mix. And renewables like wind and solar enjoy significant growth.  But even by 2030, 

these two most viable renewables will only be able to meet a small percentage of global 

energy demand. And as with many other forecasts it has to be understood, that energy price 

trends and developing countries’ demand remain a significant factor of uncertainty in this 

equation. 
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(Slide 4: Large Resources Exist) 

Oil and gas supplies should be able to meet demand. Consider oil alone. The world has used 

about a trillion barrels in white. On top of this come 1.2 trillion barrels of proved reserves, 

which are included in the yellow bar. Geologists estimate the total figure of oil in place at 

between six and eight trillion barrels. Of this, probably over two trillion barrels in – yellow – 

will be recoverable with existing technology in addition to what we already have produced. 

New technology could add more. Yet some 20 years ago, the total recoverable figure was 

only two trillion barrels. The world gained that extra trillion through improvements in drilling 

and producing technology. Such progress should continue. 

 

After having looked at conventional oil, let’s discuss the prospects for non- conventional oil 

like Extra Heavy Oil, Oil Sands and Oil Shale summarized in brownish. Current estimates of 

Extra Heavy Oil and Oil sands are over 4 trillion barrels in-place. This is expected to go up as 

interest in these particular resources increases. With recovery factors in the 20-25% range, 

800 billion to 1 trillion barrels may be produced over time - an amount equivalent to the total 

of all conventional oil produced to date. Shale oil, another very large non-conventional 

resource, has not received much attention since the 1980’s. In-place oil shale deposits are 

estimated to be in excess of 3 trillion barrels. Recovery factors will be dependent on emerging 

technology but very large volumes of oil from shale are likely to be produced some day. 

 

Let us take a look at gas: 450 trillion cubic metres of technically recoverable conventional 

gas, or 2.8 trillion barrels of oil equivalent (boe) are estimated to exist, of these about 80 

trillion cubic metres have already been produced (0.5 trillion boe). Recovery factors for 

conventional gas tend to be high. At least 250 trillion cubic metres of non-conventional gas, 

or 1.5 trillion boe (coal bed methane, tight gas, gas shales) are assumed, although there is no 

reliable estimate and there could be two or three times more. Less than one percent of non-

conventional gas has already been produced. Hydrates at seabed level or in permafrost range 

between 6 trillion boe or much more. Estimates vary by more than a factor of 1000, but it is 

generally agreed that resources here are significantly larger than those of conventional gas. 
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But in light of increasing demand from developing economies – let alone the developed 

nations’ seemingly insatiable thirst for energy – is even that enough? In the long run … 

probably not. But new reserves, new technologies to make the most of existing production 

facilities and new ways to balance supply and demand can ensure that the world and Europe 

will have access to the oil and gas it needs in the decades to come. 

 

(Slide 5: with substantial potential) 

The fact of sufficient resources in the ground is supported by a viewgraph recently published 

by the IEA entitled “Availability of oil resources as a function of economic price”. 

 

First, it will be necessary to mobilise very large investments, estimated at some USD 5 trillion 

over the coming three decades, as stated in the 2004 World Energy Outlook. Then a 

widespread and determined R&D effort will be needed to bring in the technologies required. 

Industry clearly has the means, capabilities and incentives to perform the required R&D. 

Measures further encouraging that effort would be beneficial and public policy can play a key 

role in numerous ways. 

 

Including Heavy Oil and Oil Shales the Viewgraph shows about 4.5 additional trillion barrels 

of oil to be recovered at the assumptions of 2004. This optimistic view is confirmed by IEA 

Executive Director Claude Mandil, who has said ‘There is no shortage of oil and gas in the 

ground, but quenching the world’s thirst…is a major investment in modern technologies.  

 

Nevertheless, the current climate of high oil demand and reduced spare capacity has raised the 

question of ‘peak oil’. Again, IEA has addressed this point. In its report for the period ending 

2030, it states that ‘Global oil production will not peak over the projection period, so long as 

the necessary investments in the supply infrastructure are made. New capacity will be needed 

to offset production declines and to meet demand growth.’ CERA basically agrees, adding 

that ‘…some time beyond 2020 an inflexion will occur but will not be followed by a 

precipitous decline in productive capacity.’  From that point, CERA predicts that worldwide 

capacity will track an ‘undulating plateau’ before eventually declining. Moreover, it is likely 
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to do this more slowly than some peak theorists are now forecasting, as new investments are 

being made and new technology is introduced. As displayed in the graph, development of oil 

deposited in sands and shale will also have an impact on oil availability. Together, these 

‘unconventional oils’ are capable of adding as much as  two trillion barrels, perhaps even 

more to the reserves figures. If any good has come out of the recent rise in the oil price it is 

the transformation of the economics of heavy oil, which is now attracting considerable 

interest. In Canada, which possesses one of the largest heavy oil deposits, production is rising 

rapidly. It will exceed two million barrels per day by 2010. Annual investments in Canadian 

heavy oil are running at $3-4 billion a year. 

 

(Slide 6: Resources - not a contraint) 

Let me sum up: Oil resources are not constrained for the foreseeable future. Ample 

conventional resources exist and the unconventional volumes are virtually untapped. Gas 

resources and reserves have even a more significant upside to support growing demand. And 

today sufficient market incentives exist to even develop remote resources.  

 

(Slide 7: with abundant gas reserves) 

The industry works on the basis that there are about 450 trillion cubic metres and perhaps 

more of conventionally recoverable gas left in the ground, of which 180 trillion cubic meters 

are proved reserves. Those figures do not include unconventional gases which, like 

unconventional oil, require special production techniques for recovery. Proven conventional 

Gas reserves have grown over the years: 

− 1984:  96 Tcm; 

− 1994: 143 Tcm; 

− 2004: 180 Tcm. 

 

Reserves-to-production ratio is currently 66.7 years. Despite growing production, reserves 

have been more than replaced through exploration activity, and through better production 
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technology. As you can see from the piechart, the Reserves are geographically highly 

concentrated, with the bulk in Russia, Iran, Qatar, and around the Caspian. 

And 70–80% lie within economic reach of Europe. 

 

(Slide 8: albeit from more distant sources) 

This viewgraph demonstrates the size of the challenge of making the gas available for the 

wider European market. In this case the Europe of 34, incl. Romania, Bulgaria Turkey and 

others. The forecast demand is in the darker blue. It is anticipated to grow from currently 550 

Bcm to 715 in 2015. Imports are in yellow for LNG and in red for pipeline gas. LNG could 

triple and pipline gas might increase by > 50%. By 2015 we could talk about total imports to 

the larger Europe of about 450 Bcm per year.  

 

Geopolitical aspects should not be forgotten. There will be an increased global competition 

for supplies. LNG will become a global commodity and pipeline transport will become 

possible over even greater distances than today. 

 

(Slide 9: and Europe is well positioned) 

Europe is well positioned. 70% to 80% of existing global reserves are within economic reach. 

But Europe needs 

− supply source diversification through the installation of LNG terminals and more 

strategic supply lines to counter balance the decline of own production and 

concentration on fewer major supplier; 

− integration of gas networks to increase supply flexibility; 

− An active dialogue with producing countries; 

− Promoting contractual flexibility, meaning to recognize that for bankable multi billion 

investments long term supply contracts are essential; 

− Regulatory stability; 

− And last but not least improved market efficiency, i.e. through interoperability. 
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(Slide 10: The development challenge) 

These policies will facilitate developing resources into real production. Creation of production 

capacity requires the following elements and development equation. They are straightforward: 

Production = resources + access + investment + technology + lead times  

 

However, achieving this balance is often more challenging. Clearly, the oil and gas has to be 

in the ground in the first place. And to know where those resources are, in sufficient quantities 

to make production viable, exploration is essential. The next imperative is access. Usually, the 

power to grant licences is vested in national or state host governments. If those governments 

cannot – or will not – grant the licenses, the whole process is brought to a halt. Solving this 

issue can be a challenging process. It can be supported through continuous dialogue between 

the European institutions, producer and consumer countries.  

 

Having explored for and found oil or gas, no one will benefit unless the newly-discovered 

hydrocarbons can be produced. To do that, the companies involved have to be physically able 

to get to the reserves in the ground. The spread of ‘no go areas’ because of environmental or 

amenity factors works against this. And often these restrictions are completely unnecessary, 

since developments in drilling and production technology now satisfy even the highest 

environmental standards or if there is no other solution even allow for placing facilities away 

from highly sensitive locations. In the broader sense, access also relies on appropriate 

regulations that take into account the realities of production.  Just as important, it implies the 

existence of a stable fiscal regime from the start to help companies to produce competitively. 

And it must be stressed that the oil and gas industry is global. Investment opportunities 

compete with one another for company funding. Inevitably, financial resources will flow to 

the project with the most attractive returns. If governments weigh down a project with 

onerous fiscal terms, they risk leaving their resources unexploited. 
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(Slide 11: Industry Investment is increasing) 

But if the terms are right, it is the industry’s responsibility to come up with the money to fund 

projects. And this is already increasingly happening, with investments currently at about 

$160-180 billion a year. As mentioned earlier, to ensure meeting growing global demand, this 

level of investment will have to continue and even grow up to $200 billion per year. Looking 

back to 1999, the investments were lower than current spending. I have added in red the oil 

price. We tend to forget, in 1999 it went down to $11 forcing the oil companies to cut cost, 

significantly reduce manpower and initiate some of the mega mergers to  successfully tackle 

mega projects and be able to mitigate growing global risk. 

 

(Slide 12: to meet oil demand growth) 

The supply-demand balance. The start of this presentation highlighted some of the reasons for 

high demand growth in the past 18 months. This chart shows the annual growth in demand for 

crude oil since the start of the decade. Though China (in red) alone in 2004 accounted for an 

increase of almost 1 million barrels per day, demand growth elsewhere, like in the US in blue  

was also high because of growth of the economy of between 4 and 5 percent – the highest rate 

in 30 years. As a result, oil consumption in 2004 was the largest since 1975. The past two 

years have seen higher growth in demand than the 1 mbd average of 1991 to 1999.  

 

(Slide 13: OPEC spare production capacity) 

This viewgraph displays the OPEC spare production capacity in the time period of 1970 to 

2004. As discussed, the recent surge in demand has reduced the level of spare capacity. This, 

in turn, has eroded the normal cushion, with average spare capacity dropping from around 3 

million barrels a day during the last ten years to less than one million barrels a day. This tight 

capacity, combined with geopolitical concerns over the Middle East, Nigeria and Venezuela 

and the recent hurricanes, has contributed to market uncertainty – one of the causes of recent 

crude price increases. 

 

To help alleviate this situation, OPEC has indicated that it will ramp up production. New 

supplies coming on-stream from the Caspian and new discoveries in the Gulf of Mexico, 
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storm damage notwithstanding, should ease the situation in part. Cambridge Energy 

Resources Associates (CERA) expects a recovery of spare capacity stating that ‘global oil 

production capacity is actually set to increase for the rest of this decade and that supply could 

exceed demand by as much as 6 to 7.5 million barrels per day later in the decade.’ All of this 

is indicative of the dynamic nature of the energy market. Low prices tend to stagnate 

investment. When prices are over $40 a barrel for crude, conventional substitutions will be re-

evaluated, particularly where advances in technology are improving the economics and 

making alternatives more viable – alternatives that only a few years ago were economically 

unthinkable. Prices over $40 will certainly make a mark on demand as well. 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

(Slide 14: European basin – a leading global producer) 

Meanwhile, Europe is well placed in its geography. Not only is the EU within easy economic 

reach of the oil and gas it needs, it is also home to one of the most important oil producing 

provinces in the world. In 2004, oil production from the EU and Norway was six million 

barrels per day – within the range predicted by the Commission in its 2000 Green Paper. 

Together, the EU and Norway are providing 7.4% of global oil production and 11 % of global 

gas production. North Sea production is important to EU Security of Supply. The 4th most 

important province. Considering that Saudi Arabia is off limits and Russian access is still 

difficult for IOC’s, the North Sea is the number 1 choice for most after the US/Canada. 

Although mature it can still make a very solid contribution for decades to come with a 

potential of 100 billion boe. 

 

(Slide 15: with a major contribution to EU economy) 

It will be a challenge to maintain production at current levels, but great indigenous potential 

remains in the UK and Norway. The most promising areas include west of Shetland, the 

Norway Sea and the Barents Sea and, as Commissioner Piebalgs has pointed out, the Arctic 

region, where the Snøhvit and Goliat fields are under development. The EU’s indigenous oil 
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and gas activities are entirely consistent with Europe’s economic and environmental 

objectives as outlined in the Lisbon Agenda. In particular, the upstream industry: 

− Supports indigenous manufacturing and supply capability; 

− Sustains employment throughout the supply chain; 

− Contributes significant tax revenues; 

− Supplies a domestic base that facilitates access to global resources. 

 

(Slide 16: supported by new technologies) 

The development of advanced technologies deployed in Europe’s challenging production sites 

has significantly prolonged the economic life of the region’s indigenous hydrocarbon supply. 

It has also ensured that the EU’s oil and gas industry will continue to be world class; setting 

technological standards for other regions as well, particularly in deep sea developments. 

Advancing technology has been key in accessing resources, developing diversity of supply as 

well as extending the life of existing oil and gas fields thus making more oil accessible.  This 

is shown in the top chart, which illustrates how one North Sea operator increased and 

prolonged oil production by applying new technology. Advancing technology allows to find 

more hydrocarbons, improve the recovery factor, reduce capex and opex, improve safety 

performance and be in compliance with increasing environmental requirements. For example, 

during the 1970s, the oil industry could only drill wells that were either vertical or gently 

angled. Today, techniques allow drilling from vertical to horizontal plus steering at the “sweet 

spots” of a reservoir. Significant progress has been made in developing deep water reservoirs, 

reservoirs with higher pressures, and within difficult geography like the arctic. Improvements 

in technology have also increased recovery factors as shown for Norway in the bottom chart. 

Until recently, world oil recovery has averaged 35% of the oil in place in a typical reservoir. 

With some step changes in technology, Norway could be heading for 50%. This is highly 

significant.  The Institut Francais du Pétrole has established that each increase of 1% in the oil 

recovery rate worldwide would increase global reserves by the equivalent of one year’s global 

energy consumption. 
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Example: German Gas – Growing Reserves through Technology (Slides 17-21) 

 

(Slide 22: a need for stability) 

There is no denying that the upstream industry can be profitable. But the profits do not flow 

unless and until oil and gas production actually starts. Even then, it can take 10 to 15 years 

from the start of a major project before it begins to show a profit. That is why lead times 

figure so prominently in the development equation cited earlier. It takes patience, persistence 

and passion to keep projects of billion dollar magnitudes on the go for a decade or more 

before any profit appears on the horizon. It is also worth remembering that big companies can 

be handling several such projects around the world, at varying stages of development, at any 

one time. When an OGP member company makes an investment decision about a new 

project, today’s oil price is not the issue. What matters is the oil price when the project begins 

production – which could be up to ten years from the decision date – and the price that 

subsequently prevails over the life of the project for another couple of decades or so. Any 

argument in favor of ‘windfall profits’ when prices are high ignores these factors. Such 

argument also ignores what happens when oil prices fall – as they did as recently as the late 

1990s, when oil prices were on a long downward slope. 

 

(Slide 23: in summary) 

About 60% of the world’s energy requirements are due to be met by oil and gas for the 

foreseeable future. Alternatives and renewables will grow in importance during that period, 

but will not make significant inroads until after 2030. Globally, there are ample supplies of 

conventional oil and gas to meet projected demands: for example, three times as much 

ultimately recoverable oil remaining as the world has used to date and much more if 

unconventional oils are factored into the equation. Much the same is true for gas. Moreover, 

the EU is ideally placed to benefit from these resources, which are within economic 

proximity. 

 

However, oil and gas production requires more than the resources in the ground. It depends 

on access, investment, application of new technologies and lead times of a decade or more.  
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With those conditions in place, the industry can effectively play its role in helping to achieve 

the supply demand balance for the world in general and for the EU in particular. Of course, 

the EU is fortunate in being home to the world’s fourth most important production province, 

the North Sea. At this stage, key policy decisions must be made with respect to future 

development to make the most of this area as well as others in the Barents and Arctic Seas.  

New technology will play a vital role in this, ensuring more production from existing fields 

and enabling environmentally viable new developments under even more challenging 

conditions. These efforts will require a further expansion of investment undertaken by the oil 

and gas industry globally and within the EU.  

 

In the final analysis, continuing security of supply is a global issue. Potential problems are not 

underground. They are on the surface in resolving the issues of access, new technology and 

continuing investment. Working with the EU, national and other governments and regulators, 

the upstream industry can manage these challenges in positive ways and help the world 

continue to have sufficient oil and gas for the foreseeable future. 

 

Thank you for your attention. 


